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Abstract— There is currently a scarcity of wearable robotic
devices that can practically provide physical assistance in a
range of real world activities. Soft wearable exoskeletons, or
exosuits, have the potential to be more portable and less re-
strictive than their rigid counterparts. In this paper, we present
the design of an actuation system that has been optimized for
use in a soft exosuit for the human arm. The selected design
comprises a DC motor and gearbox, a flexible cable conduit
transmission, and a custom series elastic force sensor. Placed
in series with the transmission conduit, the custom compliant
force sensor consists of a translational steel compression spring
with a pair of Hall effect sensors for measuring deflection. The
custom sensor is validated as an accurate means of measuring
cable tension, and it is shown that it can be used in feedback
to control the cable tension with high bandwidth. The dynamic
effect of the cable-conduit transmission on the force felt at the
user interface is characterized by backdriving the system as it
renders a range of virtual impedances to the user. We conclude
with recommendations for the integration of such an actuation
system into a full wearable exosuit.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent decades we have witnessed the transition of
wearable robotic devices from concept to reality. Rigid robo-
tic exoskeletons have a number of practical limitations due
to their physical intrusiveness, difficulties in transport, and
kinematic constraints, limiting their use to highly controlled
laboratory or clinical settings [1]. There is currently a scar-
city of wearable robotic devices that can practically provide
physical assistance in a range of real world activities. Soft
wearable exoskeletons, or exosuits, have been introduced
to address these issues. These exosuits forgo large, bulky
support structures, instead relying on the human skeletal
system to provide joints as well as to support compressive
loads resulting from actuation. Though this design decision
can limit their overall output strength and speed, the soft
exoskeleton concept has been successfully realized as robotic
gloves [2]–[5], soft orthoses [6], lower limb devices for
metabolic reduction [7], [8] and rehabilitation [9].

Successful actuators for soft exoskeletons have been app-
lication specific and fall largely into two groups: pneuma-
tic muscles and cable-driven remote actuation. Low-force
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Fig. 1. Actuator concept showing motor-driven pulley, cable-conduit
transmission with series elasticity and a stand-in user interface. An example
of cable-conduit interaction can be seen at the bends, which is responsible
for the transfer of cable tension into conduit compression. Image callout:
Compliant force sensor prototype with magnets visible, embedded in 3D-
printed white plastic at top.

coordinated movements in gloves have commonly been ac-
complished by pressurized McKibben artificial muscles or
soft pressurized elastomeric cylinders [5]. Higher force app-
lications, however, have almost exclusively been approached
with cable-driven devices. A device designed by Asbeck
et al., which actuates the hip and ankle during walking,
initially used pneumatic actuation but was later redesigned
to utilize Bowden cables, a type of felxible cable-conduit
transmission [10]. Outside of lower limb and hand, few
actuators have been designed and implemented that focus
on soft exoskeletons for the arm. Kong et al. have proposed
multiple designs for cable driven actuators, but with a focus
on tethered, over mobile, operation [11].

This class of soft exoskeleton actuators use compliance in
non-actuated directions to maintain joint alignment and be
less intrusive to the user. Additionally, compliance in series
with the actuation path can improve the safety and quality of
physical interactions. First proposed by Pratt and Williamson
[12], series elastic actuation (SEA) is a design strategy and
method of force control that places intentional compliance
in the actuator load path to provide additional safety to
user interaction, improved shock tolerance, improved contact
stability, and reduced reflected inertia. For soft exosuit ap-
plications, series elastic actuators provide a stable means of
force and impedance control given the intrinsic compliance
of Bowden cable transmissions and textiles-based robot-
user interface points. Series elastic actuation has previously
been combined with cable-conduit actuators in rigid robotic
devices [13], [14] and recently some designs by Cappello



et al. for a non-linear SEA for an elbow exosuit have been
proposed but not fully validated [15].

In this paper, we present the design of a series elastic
actuator for use in a soft assistive exosuit for shoulder and
elbow. Unlike previous Bowden cable SEAs, the design will
be optimized for upper arm rehabilitation and fit within the
design motivations for soft exosuits.

II. DESIGN FACTORS

In this section we will explore how the need for exosuits
to be portable and wearable during activities of daily living
is translated into specific actuator design considerations.
First and foremost, any restrictions on natural human range
of motion while wearing the device should be kept to a
minimum. Seeing as even casual clothing can in some cases
restrict motion, we must expect an exoskeleton to restrict
motion to some extent. A good goal is for the device to
achieve the range of motion (ROM) required to complete
most activities of daily living, which is a relatively small
subset of the joint space achievable by healthy persons.

Second, any additional mechanical impedance introduced
while wearing the device should also be kept to a minimum.
Mechanical impedance is a measure of how much a structure
resists motion. When unpowered, the passive impedance of
the device is a combination of the impedance due to the
placement and weight of the components contacting the
wearer and the impedance from backdriving the actuators.
Once a device is powered and the actuators are producing
forces to either assist or resist the wearer, the device is then
actively modulating its own impedance from the human’s
perspective. The modulated impedance seen by the user
is often called the virtual impedance. The lowest virtual
impedance that a device can achieve, which is also referred
to as the device transparency, is a function of the passive
impedance and the controller performance, and will always
have a lower bound greater than zero [16].

Several members of the robotics community have arrived
at the same solution for an actuator design that minimizes
these negative properties. The common features of this
design are a DC motor and gearbox, a flexible cable-conduit
transmission, and some physical interface that transfers cable
loads to the wearer’s limbs. The DC motor is ubiquitous in
the field of robotics, its dynamics are well understood, and
it can have extremely high power to weight/volume ratio.
Despite their high power density, the weight of a motor can
still be significantly detrimental when attached to a human
limb. On lower limb experiments, even small amounts of
weight placed on the limb increase metabolic costs, and the
effect increases significantly as weight is placed more distally
[17]. This makes direct drive motors, which must be placed
directly at the joint, an unsuitable choice. The benefit of the
cable-conduit transmission is to relocate the motors away
from the limb onto a more central and stationary part of
the body where they also will no longer interfere with the
workspace.

When examining the design of exoskeletons that utilize
this cable-conduit actuation strategy, we can see that designs

are tailored to the part of the body that is to be actuated.
The factors of interest when tailoring the actuation system
are work space complexity, force range, and control accuracy.
Devices for the lower limb benefit from the workspace being
notably limited, as gait is repetitive and fairly uncompli-
cated in a kinematic sense. Therefore, we see successful
implementation of designs such as the LOPES, where bulky
but light structures can be added that allow for robust
force control [11], [13]. Soft exosuits developed for the
lower limb are highly effective and do manage to keep an
extremely low profile that interferes minimally with activity,
but they are not able to provide the same level of forces as
rigid exoskeletons [10]. Similarly, the requirements on the
accuracy and consistency of a cable force controller for such
devices can be relatively lax compared with the requirements
for upper limb devices. For example, an invariant trapezoidal
force profile triggered once per gait cycle has been found
sufficient to reduce metabolic costs during walking [18].

On the opposite end of the design spectrum lie devices
for the hand. In this regime, minimizing bulkiness and
self collision are important with higher degree-of-freedom
movements in a smaller space. Additionally, force control
in gloves offers the opposite challenge from lower limb
applications, needing to be extremely accurate to provide
useful assistance, but at significantly lower force levels. One
example of a cable driven hand exoskeleton uses the principle
of series elastic actuation to measure and control forces
applied to the individual finger joints in addition to a DC
motor with cable-conduit transmission design [14]. Similar
series elastic actuation is also seen in some lower limb
devices, such as LOPES et al. [11], [13].

The set of design considerations for an arm exosuit lies
between these two extremes. Accurate force control is re-
quired over a complex joint space like seen in gloves but
with force levels closer to those used in lower limb devices.
To achieve higher force control accuracy, we propose using
actuator hardware similar to soft lower limb exosuits but
utilizing the force control capabilities of series elastic actua-
tion. We have integrated an elastic element in series with
the cable-conduit actuator, located in series with the cable.
It is placed in the conduit and mounted on the same side
of the transmission as the motor. This actuator is similar to
the rigid LOPES SEA mentioned above for lower limb but
is focused in the choice of compliant element, sensors, and
other elements to a soft arm exosuit.

III. CABLE ACTUATION SYSTEM WITH SERIES
ELASTICITY

A. Series Elastic Actuator Requirements

The requirements for the series elastic actuator for a soft
arm exosuit fall into two categories: the qualitative driving
design considerations for soft exosuit actuators as discussed
in Section II and the specific human capabilities that must
be matched. While it is not our aim to exceed human
capabilities in force and torque generation, for the purposes
of rehabilitative or assistive devices, providing sufficient joint
torque and speed to match human abilities during activities
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Fig. 2. Hall effect based translational position sensor using a novel three
magnet, two sensor design. Relative positioning of the magnets (orange)
and Hall effect sensors (red) are shown. Magnets are equally spaced by a
distance dmag , and Hall effect sensors separated by dhall. The sensors
translate relative to the magnets at a constant height of h above the
magnets. Example magnetic flux distributions are shown in green. Peak
flux magnitude coincides with the center of each magnet and the sign of
the peak depends on the direction of the magnetic dipole. The peak value
drops with increasing h but linearity between the peaks increases. The two
sensors read from the same distribution but read at locations offset by the
sensor separation dhall.

of daily living is necessary. Torques necessary for normal
elbow and shoulder movements during ADLs are below 4 N-
m and 10 N-m respectively and maximum joint speeds for
both joints are 170 deg/s [19].

Besides the motor, the compliant element within the
series elastic actuator also faces certain requirements. The
compliant element has three design specifications: force
range, stiffness, and footprint. In addition to the torque
requirements above, we can draw upon biological inspiration
for stiffness requirements. Designing with these parameters
in mind ensures that the system will be able to measure the
full range of forces needed for the application and that it
will at the same time have a stiffness appropriately matched
to that of the human elbow and shoulder joint. For the
stiffness of the compliant element we choose a stiffness on
the order of the maximum stiffness of the human elbow and
shoulder, about 15 N-m/rad [20]. These biologically inspired
requirements are sufficient to define the SEA.

B. Actuator Components

To meet the requirements for soft exoskeleton design
targeting the upper limb, we propose the following series
elastic actuator design: a cable-conduit actuator with in-line
compliance. We selected a 200 W, 48 V EC-4 Pole Maxon
Motor with a 246 : 1 planetary gearbox and 500 counts
per revolution optical encoder. The motor combination can
provide a continuous torque of 8 N-m, with intermittent
torques up to 12 N -m, and a continuous speed of 195 deg/s.
A flexible cable-conduit transmission, or Bowden cable,
relocates the motor away from the load. The transmission
consists of a VectranTM cable coupled with a coiled steel
conduit with TeflonTM lining, providing low friction and
resistance to cable creep. To keep the actuator package small
and limit the need for additional gearing at the user interface,

the lever arm for the motor to cable interface was kept small
with a gearbox pulley of 36 mm.

A translational compliant force sensor provides the force
measurement and linear compliance of the series elastic ac-
tuator. Fig. 1 depicts the placement of the compliant sensor in
series with the conduit. This sensor, pictured in Fig. 1 inset, is
placed collinear with the Bowden conduit, a novel placement
of compliant force sensors in cable-driven actuators. This
placement therefore does not interfere with a natural range
of motion or add significant impedance to the user and
meets the requirements of soft exosuit design. Translating
the biologically inspired force and stiffness requirements to
the translational domain through the motor pulley gives a
desired maximum force of 277.8 N and a desired stiffness
of 115.7 N/cm. A steel compression spring with a reported
spring rate of 169.7 N/cm and maximum load of 365.96 N
was chosen (McMaster PN: 9657K395), matching well with
the biologically inspired requirements while allowing some
factor of safety. A stationary translational compression sensor
design allows for a direct measurement of the compliant
element compression with a simple design, reducing error
due to noise [21]. The spring deflection is measured using a
custom designed non-contact translational position sensor.

1) Compliant Sensor Design: A novel translational po-
sition sensor design was developed and tested using three
neodymium magnets, grade N52 with 4.8 mm diameter and
1.59 mm height, and two Hall effect sensors, ±100 mT
range. The design of the sensor is an extension of the Hall
effect based sensor presented by Sergi et al. [22]. To design
the custom Hall effect sensor, we simulated the magnetic
fields using the 2D freeware magnetic simulator FEMM.
The FEMM simulation calculated the z-direction magnetic
flux at every point in space for axisymmetric magnetic fields
of a single cylindrical magnet. These magnetic flux values
were shifted in the x direction to match the proposed magnet
position and superimposed to predict the flux readings for
the multi-magnet design. A 2D representation of the general
translational position sensor design is displayed in Fig. 2.
The three design variables, magnet separation (dmag) sensor
separation (dhall) and magnet to sensor height (h) define the
magnetic field and the locations in the flux field read by the
Hall effect sensors. Since the sensor translates only in one
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Fig. 4. Evaluation of conduit compression force measurement as a measure
of cable tension at two conduit wrap angles: 90 deg and 180 deg. Force
read by the custom compliant conduit force sensor and a commercially
available donut load cell at the same location was plotted against force read
by a different commercial force sensor measuring cable tension directly,
over the full range of the custom sensor. Maximum error of the sensors was
1.99% FSO for the custom sensor and 1.09% FSO for the donut load cell.

degree of freedom above the centerline of the magnets at a
constant height, we need only consider the 1D magnetic flux
simulation examples shown in green in Fig. 2.

The design was optimized with the goal of maximizing the
full range of the sensor while limiting the sensor error and
non-linearity. To read the full spring compression, the sensor
needs a range of 21.6 mm. For sensor error, similar sensor
designs have used 3−5% of full state output as an acceptable
error limit [22]. To achieve this optimization, the magnetic
field and the 1D slice read by a single sensor were designed.
Magnet separations, dmag , between 7.5 mm and 10.5 mm
were tested with sensor read heights, h, between 2.58 mm
and 4.25 mm. A value of dmag = 9.4 mm maximizes the
period length of the magnetic flux while retaining a large
viable range of h values. High linearity and high sensitivity
both increase the final performance of the sensor within
the readable regions. For the range of h values, linearity
and sensitivity metrics are summarized in Table I. The error
calculated from the simulation is a conservative theoretical
maximum, so it is important to choose a value of h that
predicts error significantly lower than the desired 3% of Full
Scale Output (FSO). A value for h of 3.97 maximizes the
linearity without reaching the lowest sensitivity simulated.

The range was then extended by choosing dhall to create

TABLE I
SIMULATED LINEARITY AND SENSITIVITY FOR TRANSLATIONAL

POSITION SENSOR VARYING MAGNET HEIGHT

h (mm) R2 Max Error
(% FSO)

Sensitivity
(mT/mm)

2.58 0.9916 4.81% 20.6

2.86 0.9955 3.91% 17.6

3.13 0.9977 2.92% 15.0

3.41 0.9990 2.16% 12.8

3.69 0.9996 1.80% 11.1

3.97 0.9999 0.90% 9.68

4.25 0.9999 1.22% 8.33

a series of linear measurement regions across the full sensor
range that can be uniquely identified by the relative readings
of the two sensors (Fig. 3). The max value for dhall was
6.4 mm as any larger caused regions with only non-linear
readings to exist, while the separation could only be as small
as 5 mm due to manufacturability. The minimum value of
5 mm was chosen in order to have maximal overlap of the
linear regions for improved robustness. The magnetic flux
readings resulting from optimization of the sensor geometry
are simulated in Fig. 3.

This novel position sensor was integrated with the com-
pression spring into a compliant force sensor as seen in
Fig. 1. The final design consists of two aluminum mounting
blocks fixed to either side of the spring. The two halves
of the sensor are attached to a slider bearing so they may
translate independently of each other, allowing practically
all of the load on the sensor to work toward compressing
the spring. Each mounting block attaches to one component
of the displacement sensor - either the magnets or the Hall
effect sensors - and has an interface to the conduit cable
transmission. The cable conveniently runs through the hollow
cavity of the compression spring.

2) Compliant Sensor Calibration: We developed a ca-
libration method for the translational position sensor. The
linear regions of the two sensor ranges can be combined
to form a piecewise linear function covering the full sensor
domain. Using the values of both sensors, the correct region
of the piecewise function can be uniquely chosen, and the
sensor displacement calculated. In the striped areas of Fig. 3,
where both sensors lie in a linear region, the resulting dis-
placement calculations are averaged to give a more accurate
measurement.

For each sensor, the reading is checked against the oppo-
sing sensor reading and the upper and lower linear limits to
find the occupied linear region according to the following
algorithm:
Input: Values of sensor of interest, CurrV al, and opposing

sensor, OppV al
Output: Linear region the sensor of interest is reading

within
if OppV al > 0 then

if Upper Limit > CurrV al > Lower Limit then
Linear region = Region1

end if
else if Upper Limit > CurrV al > OppV al then

Linear region = Region2
else if OppV al > CurrV al > Lower Limit then

Linear region = Region3
else

Linear region = None
end if
return Linear region

In this way the values for slope, mi, and intercept, bi, are
selected among the three linear regions for each sensor, and
a value for ci is set to one or zero indicating if the sensor is
reading in a linear or non-linear range. These coefficients are



Fig. 5. Experimental test bed for series elastic cable-conduit actuator to
drive soft exosuits for the arm. Actuation system includes a DC motor
(A), cable-conduit transmission (D), and series elastic sensor (C). Other
components that are not part of the actuator architecture but are needed for
actuator validation are the non-compliant cable tension sensor (B) and the
user interface with position and force sensing (E).

used to calculate the corresponding displacement as follows:

x =
c1(m1s1(x) + b1) + c2(m2s2(x) + b2)

c1 + c2
(1)

where s1(x) and s2(x) are the sensor outputs.
3) Compliant Sensor Validation: The placement of the

custom compliant force sensor as depicted in Fig. 1 was
confirmed as an accurate way to measure cable tension.
With the placement in the conduit, the sensor indirectly
measures the cable tension through the resulting conduit
reaction forces. This method is valid as long as there is
some interaction between the cable and conduit, i.e. the
transmission angle is not zero. Using a commercial tension
sensor (Futek LSB200), the force versus position relationship
of the sensor was found. A linear fit between the sensor
displacement and measured force was calculated with an
R2 value of 0.9998, yielding the compliant sensor stiffness
of 177.1 N/cm. In Fig. 4, the relationship between cable
tension and conduit sensor measurement is shown for the
custom compliant force sensor with two conduit wrap angles,
to show the independence of the force measurement from
transmission configuration. A non-compliant commercially
available sensor was tested in the same configuration for
reference. The compliant conduit force sensor’s maximum
error of 1.99% FSO is well within the desired error bounds
of previous compliant sensors and only twice the error of the
commercially available rigid sensor, 1.09% FSO.

IV. DESIGN VALIDATION

We characterize our ability to control cable tension at
the custom sensor location (C in Fig. 5) using its force
measurement in feedback. We then characterize the dynamic
effect of the cable-conduit transmission frictional loss on the
ability to control the user interaction force while rendering
a virtual impedance.
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Fig. 6. Closed-loop force tracking performance characterized with a
Schroeder multisine input waveform with a frequency range of 0− 20 Hz
and the magnitude of the corresponding transfer function plotted below.
The force tracking bandwidth is approximately 9.5 Hz, as indicated by the
dashed lines.

A. Force Control

Actuator force output was controlled using a cascaded
control scheme, where an outer loop with proportional cable
force feedback commands motor angular velocities to an in-
ner loop with proportional and integral (PI) velocity control,
in the style of [23], illustrated in Fig. 7. We characterize
the actuation system’s ability to control cable tension at
the motor side of the conduit using the custom compliant
sensor as the source of the force feedback signal, without
any user-generated disturbances present, i.e., the load handle
was locked in place. Using a standard system identification
technique, we applied a Schroeder multisine waveform with
a mean of 30 N and amplitude of 8 N to excite frequencies
in the range of 0−20 Hz. Using the command waveform and
the measured force at the custom sensor, the magnitude of the
transfer function representing closed-loop force control was
estimated using the Welch method. The resultant bandwidth,
highlighted in Fig. 6, is approximately 9.5 Hz, which is
comparable to similar devices [22]. The compliance of the
actuator acts to lessen the force bandwidth of the system as
compared to a rigid actuator [24].

B. Impedance Control

Impedance control is the simplest human-robot interaction
controller that satisfies our minimum requirements of safe,
stable assistance along a desired trajectory; it allows for
interaction dynamics to be defined at the human-robot in-
terface instead of merely prescribing a time-varying position
or force. Using the following control law:

fr = −kv(xh − xr)− bvẋh (2)

we can assist a user in following a trajectory xr(t) by rende-
ring a virtual spring of stiffness kv pulling them back to xr

and a virtual damper with damping coefficient b dissipating
any oscillatory behavior. An optical encoder rotating with
the user interface (see Fig. 5 E) was used to measure the



Fig. 7. Cascaded force-velocity controller nested inside an impedance control loop. The closed-loop force controller is shown in the dotted box, with
reference force fr and for generated by actuator motion fA. Within the force control loop is a velocity controller, which causes the angular velocity of the
motor pulley ωA to track the reference velocity ωr . Parameters JA, BA, and KA are the reflected rotational inertia, damping, and stiffness of the actuator
at the motor pulley. The proportional and integral gains for the velocity controller were tuned so that the velocity controller acted as a first-order linear
system with time constant Tω=4.42 ms. The radius of the motor pulley is rA, the translation of the cable at the actuator end of the conduit is xA, and
the actual stiffness of the translational spring is k. Closed-loop force control is achieving by using fA in feedback, where the contribution from the user’s
load motion has been ignored, and proportional and integral gains set to be KP,f=12 and KI,f=0. In the lower block diagram, the entire closed-loop
force controller is represented by the block Qf (s), and the system is drawn coupled with the user dynamics, Gh(s), to represent impedance control while
the human grasps the user interface. Disturbance forces applied by the human fh combine with fA to produce motion at the user interface xh. The cable
translation at the user interface xh is compared to a desired reference trajectory xr as input to the impedance controller, which renders a virtual stiffness
kv and virtual damping bv .

translation at the user end of the cable, xh. The cable tension
felt by the user was measured using a commercial torque load
cell (Futek TFF350) rigidly mounted between the pulley and
the handle (Fig. 5 E), and the cable tension at the actuator
side was also measured using a commercial load cell (Futek
LSB200, Fig. 5 B).

The actuator was tested with a range of desired stiffness
values and zero desired damping. Desired stiffnesses above
the actual stiffness of the compliant element were not tested,
since it has been shown that rendering virtual stiffnesses
above the actual stiffness of an SEA threatens the coupled
stability of the user and the robot under our impedance con-
trol implementation [23]. In order to isolate the accuracy of
impedance rendering, the reference trajectory xr(t) was set
to be identically zero. Fig. 8 shows force versus displacement
at the user interface as the user is cyclically loading and
unloading the cable in a natural way.

The cable force, when measured on the actuator side, very
accurately follows the desired high stiffness curve shown
in Fig. 8. Using linear regression to determine the average
stiffness rendered to the user, it is also accurate for the low
value of stiffness shown in Fig. 8, but there is noticeable
hysteresis, suggesting viscous damping is present. This is
expected, as Losey et al. [25] observed, when an SEA is
rendering a virtual stiffness that is near its actual stiffness,
the required motion of the actuator is minimal; conversely,
when the virtual stiffness is much lower, the actuator must
quickly move in a way that reduces actual spring deflection.
Therefore, when the virtual environment being rendered
requires quick actuator movements, viscous friction in the
system that could not be eliminated fully by our control
architecture.

When we examine the cable tensions measured at the user

interface we also see significant hysteresis, but the shape of
the curve no longer suggests just viscous friction. Instead,
the frictional forces caused by cable-conduit interaction,
which follow the well-known “capstan equation” [26], lead
to highly nonlinear behavior [27]. The stiffness rendered to
the user is effectively higher as they are loading the cable,
and the stiffness feels lower as the cable is being unloaded.
As the user reverses direction, static friction accounts for the
nearly vertical transitions between the two stiffnesses, which
resembles backlash. Using only the actuator-side cable force
measurement in feedback, this cable-conduit frictional effect
can only be mitigated by predictive compensation, either
model-based or learned.

V. CONCLUSION

This work has introduced a novel design for an actuation
system to be used in soft wearable robotic exosuits for
the upper limbs. After analysis of existing soft exoskeleton
designs and cable-driven devices both for lower limb and
hand, the common design influences of these solutions were
synthesized for the unique problem of exosuits for the upper
limb. To best balance work space complexity, force control
performance, and force range requirements, series elastic
actuation of a flexible cable-conduit system is proposed. The
selected actuator design includes a custom compliant force
sensor placed in series with the conduit, which has a sensor
range, resolution, and compliance optimized for the upper
limb application. Force control and impedance control at
the sensor were successfully demonstrated, but the effects
of cable-conduit friction were noticeable when looking at
the impedance rendered to the user.

Mounting the sensor at the motor side of the conduit
is advantageous because 1) the loading path from sensor
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Fig. 8. Rendered impedance at the user interface for (a) kv=11.10 N/cm
and (b) kv=166.52 N/cm. Stiffness is plotted as cable tension versus cable
translation. The solid line displays the desired stiffness for the test. Left
shows motor side measurement, right shows measurement at user interface.
Dashed lines shows fitted stiffness, split in two for user side measurements.

mount to ground no longer extends across the actuated
degree of freedom, allowing the joint to be flexible, and
2) it is more robust to disturbances introduced by the user
- a fact that is much more relevant when considering the
soft exosuit application instead of this idealized test bed.
However, with this sensor placement we cannot remove non-
linear cable-conduit friction with force feedback control, as
is demonstrated in Fig. 8. When integrating this actuation
system into a wearable exosuit, it should be known ahead of
time whether or not this error is tolerable.
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